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GEF Process 
 

 This document explains the complete GEF process from the time we receive the file to the time 
it is imported and added to a consumer’s record. 
 

 

GEF (GLOBAL ELIGBILITY FILE) 
A file produced by the NCTracks system containing the eligibility status of Medicaid recipients who 
qualify for a category of aid.  This is downloaded into Alpha MCS. 

 The format of the file is a non-standard file format developed by the state to give daily 
eligibility information to plan vendors. 

 The format is a fixed length flat file. 
 

1. We receive the GEF from SMC’s FTP site at about 6PM if available. 
a. ftp:\\12.204.168.65 

2. We then process it into the appropriate MCOs DB by consumer’s county at 2:00AM the 
following morning.  This is done every weekday night (or morning @ 2:00AM) M-F 

a. The procedure called to process the GEF:  asp_process_elig_data_batch 
 

We pull the GEF for all MCOs from the SMC (Vaya) FTP site, mainly b/c SMC was the first MCO and 
it’s the same that would go to everybody except we parse it out by county.  So for example, 
Alliance will receive the recipients for consumers who live in the counties ABH covers only. 

 

SELECT * FROM ALPHAMCS_MCO.dbo.tb_gef_batches 

 

 Insrt_dt: the date and time when the file was imported into the MCO’s system. 

 

AlphaCM Server:  

GEF Location:  \\192.168.165.17\GEF.  If a GEF file is in the root of the folder, then the file never 
processed.  After it is processed, it is moved to the Archive folder, if no file is there for the date 
then we didn’t receive a file. 
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Main Data Elements: 

 Consumer Name  Program Code (Aid Category) 
 Address  Eligibility Dates (multiple) 
 Medicaid Primary Policy Number  Medicaid County of eligibility code 
 7 Secondary Policy Numbers  TPL information 
 Guardianship information  PCP information – unfortunately is an 

internal code only known to the state 
system. 

 

QUALIFYING RECORDS 
We only load consumers w/a category of aid as described in the Category of Aid pdf file: 

\\alphadc\Shares\Technical Documentation\MCS Documentation\GEF 

 

If a consumer is under the age of 3 and in an eligible category, the effective start date of coverage 
will be their 3rd birthday. They must also have coverage after the Medicaid Waiver start date. If the 
effective dates of coverage overlap the Waiver start date then the insurance effective date will be 
set to the Waiver start date. 

**If you receive a call stating someone didn’t receive insurance, check to see if there are duplicate 
SSNs (b/c it has to go to somebody – maybe went to an inactive consumer from a merge) and 
confirm what category SIPPS is showing and compare it to the list of eligible categories, if it’s not in 
the list then it will not get added.  The MCO should be able to send a screenshot to SIPPS (or 
NCTracks). 

cat_code aid_grp cat_code aid_grp 

AAFCN AFDC MABBN BLIND/DISABLED 

MAFCN AFDC MABCY BLIND/DISABLED 

MAFMN AFDC MABMN BLIND/DISABLED 

MAFNN AFDC MABNN BLIND/DISABLED 

MAFWN AFDC MABQN BLIND/DISABLED 

MIC1N AFDC MABQY BLIND/DISABLED 

MICNN AFDC MADBN BLIND/DISABLED 

HSFCY FOSTER CHILDREN MADCY BLIND/DISABLED 

HSFMN FOSTER CHILDREN MADMN BLIND/DISABLED 
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HSFNN FOSTER CHILDREN MADNN BLIND/DISABLED 

HSFNY FOSTER CHILDREN MADQN BLIND/DISABLED 

IASCN FOSTER CHILDREN MADQY BLIND/DISABLED 

MAABN AGED MSBBN BLIND/DISABLED 

MAACY AGED MSBBY BLIND/DISABLED 

MAAMN AGED MSBCN BLIND/DISABLED 

MAAMY AGED MSBQN BLIND/DISABLED 

MAANN AGED MSBQY BLIND/DISABLED 

MAAQN AGED SADCN BLIND/DISABLED 

MAAQY AGED SADCY BLIND/DISABLED 

SAACY AGED SADQN BLIND/DISABLED 

SAACN AGED SADQY BLIND/DISABLED 

SAAQN AGED MPWNN AFDC 

SAAQY AGED 
  

 

KEY DATA ELEMENTS 
Here is the matching criteria we use in the order of matching strength: 

 
1.  DOB, SSN, Medicaid ID and “created by gef upload”* 
2.  DOB, Last Name, Medicaid ID and “created by gef upload”*  
3.  DOB, SSN, and Medicaid ID  
4.  DOB, Last Name and Medicaid ID 
5.  DOB and SSN 
6.  SSN 
7.  First Name/Last Name/DOB 
8.  Medicaid ID Number 
 
 
 

 

 

 

*When first attempting to find a match we look at the note field to determine if there is a matching record that was created by the GEF upload.  
If there are none, items 3 & 4 will try to find a match without looking at the note field. 

*Note about Children Eligibility:  Eligibility GEF loads for Children will always use the effective date of the child’s 3rd birthday.  For example:  An 
8 year old child who’s 3rd birthday 1/1/2009, and NCTracks has the child’s eligibility beginning on their 2nd birthday (1/1/2008), the insert date 

will still be the child’s 3rd birthday. 
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TPL (Third Party Liability) on the GEF 

 

 The GEF file only indicates if the client has TPL and indicates the actual TPL Insurance 
Company. 

 If a consumer has the indication of TPL and the consumer already has an active TPL (COB 
RECORD) the record is replaced by what was received in the GEF. 

 If a consumer has the indication of TPL and the consumer does not have an active TPL 
(COB RECORD) then the record is created and the TPL Company is referenced.  

 If the TPL info is listed as “GENERIC” then the MCOs should update this record to the 
correct TPL Company. 

  

WORKFLOW  
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TECH NOTES 
--This Query helps identify the last load the consumer was on and the eligibility 
they should have 

--For children, the GEF process uses a floor of 3 years from the patient's DOB as 
the insurance effective date.       

DECLARE    @pat_ssn varchar (9) = '%',     
   @med_num varchar (10) = '%',      
  @pat_id  varchar (10) = '%'     
  
SELECT    b.bat_num, 
    b.file_nm, 
    b.extracted, 
    b.extracted_dt, 
    b.processed, 
    b.process_dt, 
    bd.mcd_id_num, 
    bd.pat_ssn, 
    bd.pat_id, 
    bd.pat_ln, 
    bd.pat_fn, 
    bd.pat_mi, 
    bd.pat_dob, 
    ed.elig_frm, 
    ed.elig_to, 
    ed.elig_cat, 
    ed.pat_cnty, 
    ed.third_party_indctr, 
    ed.exclude 
 
 
FROM   tb_gef_batches b 
  JOIN tb_gef_batch_dets bd  on bd.bat_num = b.bat_num 
  JOIN tb_gef_batch_elig_dets ed on ed.bat_num = bd.bat_num 

AND ed.rowno = bd.rowno 
 
WHERE   ed.elig_cat in  

(SELECT cat_code  
FROM customer.dbo.tb_gef_allowed_aid_elig_categories) 
 

  AND bd.pat_ssn like @pat_ssn 
  AND bd.mcd_id_num like @med_num 
  AND bd.pat_id like @pat_id 
  
ORDER BY b.bat_num desc, ed.elig_to desc 
 

 


